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Resolution 01/Nov 2020 WG 1 Convenor nomination
ISO/TC 46/SC 11 resolves to nominate Adrian Cunningham ((SA)) as Convenor for WG 1 from 2020 to 2022.

Resolution 02/Nov 2020 WG 18 Convenor nomination
ISO/TC 46/SC 11 resolves to nominate Sharon Smith ((SCC)) as Convenor for WG 18 from 2022 to 2024.

Resolution 03/Nov 2020 Cancel Technical Report on a Records management capability assessment model

Resolution 04/Change the title of TR 24332
ISO/TC 46/SC 11 resolves to change the title of TR 24332 to Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technology in relation to authoritative records, records systems, and records management.

Resolution 05/Change of scope of TR 24332
ISO/TC 46/SC 11 resolves to change the scope of TR 24332 to replace the existing scope with the following text:

'This document analyses challenges, considerations, and potential benefits of blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technology in relation to records management standards and related standards for systems that:

(1) create records that are required to be authoritative records,
(2) can be used as records systems, or
(3) can be used for records management, including records controls.

The target audience of this document includes records managers and allied professionals; IT professionals and application developers; legal and compliance professionals; researchers; educators; and other interested parties.'

Resolution 06/Disband WG16 Systems design for records
ISO/TC 46/SC 11 resolves to disband Working Group 16 Systems Design for Records

Resolution 07/2020 Minor revision and updating of ISO 23081-2
ISO/TC 46/SC 11 resolves to initiate a new project to carry out a minor revision of ISO 23081-2 to ensure that it appropriately references and is consistent with relevant new publications such as ISO 15489:2016, ISO/TR 21946:2018 and ISO 30300:2020 to be undertaken by WG1. The revision will be led by Geir Magnus Walderhaug (SN) and Adrian Cunningham (SA) as Project Leaders.